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Grace Murray Hopper (1906-1992) had a remarkable
professional career, duly honored today both in the name of
the national meeting of women computer scientists (the
annual Grace Murray Hopper ...
16 The Education of a Computer (1952)
The 2019 Winter Meeting of the Association for Symbolic
Logic was held online on January 7–8, 2021 in conjunction
with the 2021 Eastern Division Meeting of the American
Philosophical Association. The ...
2021 WINTER MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR
SYMBOLIC LOGIC
More than three years after the attack on the Capital Gazette
newspaper that left five dead, survivors and family members
of victims embraced in relief and applauded the jury ...
Survivors, family in newspaper attack relieved by verdict
Latter-day Saints have been touched by the artwork of Walter
Rane. From his Book of Mormon series to his portrayal of the
First Vision to his depictions of the Savior, Walter’s paintings
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How Walter Rane’s masterpieces have dramatically changed
Latter-day Saint art
The effects of ‘weird weather’ were already being felt in the
1960s, but scientists linking fossil fuels with climate change
were dismissed as prophets of doom ...
Sixty years of climate change warnings: the signs that were
missed (and ignored)
A cultural forum on Swiss architecture and art kicked off on
Saturday at Aranya, a trendy artsy tourism-oriented c ...
Swiss Architecture Month launched in Hebei Province to
focus on ‘sustainability’ and ‘art’
These features alone are a testament to the democratic
potential of the conference. Its capacity to prompt institutional
reform from the bottom up, its embrace of democratic
innovation, its striving ...
Releasing Europe’s democratic genie
The book aims to illuminate the relationship between the two
scientists, which first flowered at the inaugural Solvay
Conference in late October 1911. At this momentous
gathering in Brussels, 18 of ...
When Einstein met Curie
Mollie Tibbetts was the beloved daughter not only of her
parents but of the entire town of Brooklyn, Iowa. Here's how
both reclaimed her legacy.
The untold story of Mollie Tibbetts’ final moments — and her
family’s 3-year struggle to reclaim her memory
Three studies from the Centre for Translation Studies (CTS)
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were presented at eLex 2021, 05-07 July 2021. This year's
eLex conference had the topic of "Post-editing Lexicography",
and CTS members ...
Research from CTS was presented at eLex 2021
This didn’t happen because El Salvador farmers are hoping
their Blockfolio balances will go “to the moon.” This wasn’t
fueled by dreams of a BTC index fund. This wasn’t about
price speculation. In a ...
The Lightning Network Is Going to Change How You Think
About Bitcoin
June 30 will be the last date for abstract submission for
participating in the `Seventh International Conference on
Aerospace Science and Engineering (ICASE) scheduled to
be held in December at ...
June 30 last date to submit abstract for participating in
seventh ICASE
Abstract Number: 131 Orelabrutinib is a novel and highly
selective irreversible BTK inhibitor. According to the previous
reported data, orelabrutinib had high bioavailability with near
100% BTK ...
InnoCare Presents Latest Clinical Data of Orelabrutinib at
the16th International Conference on Malignant Lymphoma
Abstract of property taken in execution upon the writs shown
as the properties of the severally named defendants, owners
or reputed owners, and to be sold by the Sheriff of Beaver
County, on August 9, ...
Sheriff Sale: Beaver County
An educational comic book about HPV and HPV vaccine
improved ... The findings were presented during the 2020
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Virtual Annual Conference on Vaccinology Research
sponsored by the National Foundation ...
Educational comic books may be ‘powerful tool’ for improving
HPV vaccination
(Nasdaq: CRTX), a company advancing a pivotal trial in
Alzheimer’s disease with topline data expected in the fourth
quarter of 2021 and a growing pipeline of therapeutics for
degenerative diseases, ...
Cortexyme to Host Two-Part Key Opinion Leader Webinar
Series on Atuzaginstat
Hotelier Jeff David has spent his career opening überluxurious properties and rubbing shoulders with the likes of
Barack Obama and Michael Jordan. Now at the helm of Fitler
Club, he thinks his ...
Jeff David Thinks the Fitler Club Is Key to Philadelphia’s PostPandemic Rebirth
See the full conference agenda here. There are a variety of
innovative abstracts being presented at this year's
conference. PLEASE NOTE: All ACC Asia 2021 abstracts are
embargoed until Wednesday ...
ACC Asia conference delivers emerging trends for improving
heart health
GDC 2021 is coming this July 19th to the 23rd, and I'm
excited that I'll be giving a talk during this year's conference ...
and just floating over an abstract-looking geometrical grid.
Game Developers Conference: Ask Me Anything about being
a video game music composer
Stephen Davis will perform in honor of the release of Brooks'
new book of ... and I like to get abstract," Brooks says. "I'll
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probably set a timer for the music." It’s a conference room
like ...
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